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“Hydrocycle” – The Motorcycle for the Hydrogen Age 

If 1 kilogram of hydrogen allows for approximately 100 kilometers of range in a 
car, a hydrogen tank for an electric motorcycle can also fit within the limited 
space of its design. A more challenging task is integrating a complete fuel cell 
system (which converts onboard hydrogen into electrical energy) into the frame 
construction. A German-Czech consortium of research institutions and 
manufacturing companies is now taking on this challenge: By the end of 2025, 
they will construct a fully functional motorcycle as a demonstrator that 
complies with the strict European approval standards and certification 
requirements. 
 
The hydrogen-powered bike aims to serve as inspiration for the future of mobility. Due 
to its agility and compactness, the two-wheeler is of interest to urban delivery services 
and package couriers. It enables CO2-neutral mobility and contributes to the reduction 
of noise emissions. The advantage over battery-electric solutions is in the higher range 
with shorter refueling times. 
 
Division of Labor 
 
In the Hydrocycle project, Czech partners are working on vehicle development, 
advancing work packages related to vehicle structure, ergonomics, and packaging 
(fitting the technology into the available space). German project partners are focusing 
on the powertrain. WätaS Wärmetauscher Sachsen GmbH is developing a new 
generation of fuel cell stacks as the basis for the powertrain; Fraunhofer IWU supports 
the development of new manufacturing technologies and the improvement of stack 
functionalities with the Reference Factory.H2. The Chemnitz research institute is also 
responsible for system dimensioning and packaging. And the IWU is in charge of 
ensuring a smooth interface between vehicle and fuel cell system development. 
 
Project Background 
 
Hydrocycle aligns with the European Union's hydrogen strategy. EU regulations envision 
a significant role for hydrogen from renewable sources in the transportation sector from 
2030 onwards, aiming for the Union to become climate-neutral by 2050. The project 
partners, Fraunhofer IWU, WätaS Wärmetauscher Sachsen GmbH (Olbernhau), 
1to1design (Prague), Czech Technical University (ČVUT, Prague), and ÚJV Řež (Husinec), 
are responding to a call for joint Czech-Saxon projects in the sustainable mobility and 
transportation systems for people and goods sector. 
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Fig. 1  This is what a future 

motorcycle with hydrogen 

fuel cell propulsion could look 

like. The planned, ready-to-

drive demonstrator will be 

completed by the end of 2025. 
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 Fig. 2  The project partner 

ČVUT already has substantial 

experience in the construction 

of motorcycles with 

alternative propulsion 

systems. 
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Fig. 3 A stack from WätaS 

forms the basis for the 

development of the fuel cell 

system in Hydrocycle 

© WätaS Wärmetauscher 
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The Fraunhofer Institute for Machine Tools and Forming Technology IWU is a driver for innovations in the research and development of 

production engineering. Around 670 highly qualified employees work at our locations in Chemnitz, Dresden, Leipzig, Wolfsburg, and Zittau. We 

open up the potential for competitive manufacturing in automotive and mechanical engineering, aerospace technology, medical engineering, 

electrical engineering, and precision and microengineering. We focus on scientific developments and contract research regarding components, 

processes, methods, and the associated complex machine systems and their interaction with humans – the entire factory. As the leading institute 

for resource-efficient manufacturing, we bank on highly flexible, scalable cognitive production systems using nature as an example.  We consider 

the entire process chain using regenerative systems and circular economy in this context. We develop technologies and intelligent production plants 

and optimize forming, cutting, and joining manufacturing steps. Our range of services includes the development of innovative lightweight 

structures and technologies for processing new materials, functional transfer to assembly groups, and the latest technologies of additive 

manufacturing (3D printing). We present approaches for large-scale production of essential hydrogen systems, thus contributing to the transition to 

renewable energies. 

 


